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-Mhat thy way may be known upon earth, tiy saving health among all nations.”

VOL,. IV.

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, JULY 11, 1824.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.

days; a good orator who has persuaded himself to be a Chris
tian—M. Mag. 1792.

NO. 43.

Confucians are the most ancient. Their founder
may be regarded as the great Chinese moralist.—
GEORGE W. JMYER8. PRINTER.
IV. What is God? Were I ablefully to describe him, 1 The fundamental principle of the system seems to
have been the same with that of certain baptised
either
I should be God myself, or God must cease to be what
From the Churchman.
and philosophising religionists of the present age
he is.—Epictetus.
—that it matters little or nothing what a man wor
THE SEA.
V. Man is the perfection of the creation; understanding ships, and what are the articles of his religious
Emblem of Everlasting Power, I come
is the perfection of man; knowledge is the perfection of the belief, if his outward conduct is correct. Hence
Into thy presence ! as an awe -struck child
Before its teacher. Spread thy boundless page,
understanding; religion is the perfectioi of knowledge; and he studiously avoided explaining himself respect
And I will ponder o’er its characters,
°
ing the number and nature of the gods, and onlyChristianity is the perfection of religion..—Anon.
As erst the glad disciple sought the lore
VI. A true preacher.—Having imbibed the meek and low inculcated thenecessity of reverencing those whom
Of Socrates or Plato. Yon old rock
the ancients had worshipped. His great aim
Hath heard thy voice for ages, and grown grey
ly spirit of bis Master, he will not he ambitious to say fine
seems to have been, to promote the social order
Beneath tliy smitings—and thy wrathful tide
things to win applause, but of saying ustful things to win souls.
E en now is thundering ’neath its cavern’d base,—
and happiness ot his countrymen, independently
Such a preacher will not come into thepulpit as an actor comes of the influence of jiarticular systems of religion.
Methinks it trembleth at thy stern rebuke :
Is it not so ?
upon the stage, to personate a feigned character, arid forget his He therefore enjoined a strict observance of the
Speak mildly, mighty Sea!
real one, to utter or represent passiors not his own; no, the external ceremonies of the prevalent systems and
I would not know the terrors of thine ire,__
man and the preacher, are in this case (he same. When he is forms of worship ; and bestowed his chief atten
That vex the gasping mariner,—and bid
The wrecking argosy to leave no trace,
in the pulpit the man appears as well as the preacher, when he tion upon the regulation of the relative duties of
Or bubble, where it perish’d. Man’s weak voice
is out of it the preacher appears as well as the man.—Fordyce. life.
1 hough wildly lifted in its proudest strength
Such a system would of course have very little
VII. All things come from Chris; to his Church in con
With all its compass,—all its volumed sound,
Is mockery to thee.
traries: he is righteousness, but it is in sin felt; he is life, but it attraction, and very little power, with the mass of
the people. Its deficiency in this respect was
Earth speaks of man,—
is in death; he is consolation, but it is n calamity.—Luther.
Her levell’d mountains, and her cultured vales,
strongly/elt by the contemporaries of Confucius,
1 own, tower, and temple, and triumphal arch,
and Laoutse, who may be characterized as the
MISSION ARY.
All speak of him, and moulder while they speak.
great mystic philosopher of China, stepped for
------ But of whose architecture and design,
ward with an attempt to supply the wants of the
Speak thine eternal fountains, when they riie
CHINA.
To combat with the cloud, and when they nil ?
The Board of Directors of the Domestic and Foreign Mis multitude. According to him all nature is fill
Of whose strong culture tell thy sunless plants,
sionary Society having at their last meeting resolved to estab ed with demons and genii, who constantly influ
And groves and gardens, which no mortal eye
lish Missions to China and Africa, it becomes our duty to lay be ence the fate of man. He increased the number
Hath seen and lived? •
fore the members of the Church, such information as may he of idol gods to an enormous amount, and attempt
What chisel’s skill hath wrought
calculated to excite an interest in the contemplated operations
ed to define, with scholastic precision, their nature
Those coral monuments, and tombs of pearl,
of the Society, in such benighted and sin-enslaved lands.
Where sleeps the sea-boy 'mid a pomp that earth
The following atticle will he found to partakein an eminent and offices. This abstruseness and mysticism pre
Ne’er show’d her buriea kings?
vented the system being generally received, and
degree of this character.—Missionary Record.
Whose science stretch’d
Extract from the Instructions of the American Board of Com thus wholly frustrated the purpose of Laoutse to
The simplest line to curb thy monstrous tide,
missioners for Foreign Missions, to the Rev. Peter Parker, form a popular religion. Some emperors have
And, graving ‘Hitherto' upon the sand,
declared themselves votaries of Laouism, as the
M. D. Missionary to China.
Bade thy mad surge respect it?
From whose loom
The Chinese empire, though geographers and system is called, and it has in each age since its
Came forth thy drapery, that ne’er waxeth old,
historians differ in their estimates, probably covers promulgation had its professed believers among the
Nor blancficth ’neath stern winter’s direst frost?
about one-tenth part of the habitable surface-of learned and elevated in r^nk, but no influence ex
____ Who hath thy keys, thou Deep ? Who taketh note
the globe; and contains not far from one-third of erted in its behalf has been able, at any time, to ob
Of all thy wealth ? Who numbereth the host
the whole human family now on the earth. Ex tain for its doctrines a general belief.
That find their rest with thee? What eye doth scan
China, therefore, still wanted a popular creed,
tending from the Chinese Sea and Burmah, on
Thy secret annals, from creation lock’d
Close in those dark, unfathomable cells,
the south, to Russian Tartary on the north; and and Budhism supplied the desideratum. The first
Which he who visiteth hath ne’er return’d
from the Yellow sea, on the east, to Indepen priests of Budha in China were invited thither in
Among the living?
dent Tartary on the west;—its territory is more A. D. 6.5, by the then reigning emperor; who
Still but one reply.
extensive than that of any other empire, except being as the Chinese historians relate, informed in
Do all thy echoing depths, and crested waves
Make the same answer! of that One Dread Name,
the Russian; and its population embracing a num a dream that “the Holy One," was born in the
Which he who deepest plants within his soul,
ber of great and formerly independent nations, is, west, sent an embassy to India “to bring to him
Is wisest, though the world doth call him fool.
probably, more than three times as numerous as some of the disciples of the new born sage. In
____ Therefore I come a listener to thy lore,
that of Britain, with all its Asiatic dominions. To the classic odes there was found a passage, which
And bow me at thy side, and lave my brow
the Christian philanthropist it is a thought of deep in indefinite terms, spoke of some such event.—
With thy cool billow,—if perchance my soul,
That fleeting wanderer on the shore of time,
and painful interest, that over this vast territory, This was immediately quoted as corroborative of
May by thy voice instructed,—learn of God !
and for centuries extending back beyond the reach the infallible imperial opinion, that the period had
L. H. S.
of history or tradition, almost unbroken spiritual now arrived. The budhist priests were, therefore,
darkness has reigned; and generations, embrac received with open arms by the court, and found
ing millions and including numbers greater than ample field in which they might propagate their
THOUGHTS FOR THE WEEK.
the human mind can grasp, have, through this long doctrines.’’ According to this system, all things
The words of the wise are. as goads, and as nailsfastened by the masters
succession of ages been passing to the bar of judg are presided over, during the present kulpee, or cy
of assemblies, which are given from one shepherd."
ment, and taking their unchangeable position in cle of ages, by a deified mendicant, who, previous
For the Gambier Observer.
the eternal world; nearly all of them without a to the birth after which he merited this high exal
knowledge of Christ's atonement, and without ex tation, had suffered in hell many thousand years for
NUMBER VI.
I. The flower of youth never appears more beautiful than periencing the purifying influence of the truth and his crimes. It allows the worship of any number
and variety of other subordinate deities, and thus
hen it bends towards the Sun of Righteousness.— C. Buck. Spirit of God!
accomodates itself to the existing superstitions of
The
prominent
divisions
of
the
population
of
this
II. Christ's true Friends—They visit him—they value him
empircin respect to religion are thrf e: Confucians, every country to which it obtains an entrance. It
-they vindicate him—they welcome him—they wait for him— the followers of Laoutsie, and the Budhists. Va teaches the doctrine of metempsychos^'or trans
ley walk with him—lay all their concerns at his feet—lovealj rious other systems of idolatry exist; but the num migration, and promises its votaries, a^ its highest
is friends, and long for his sacred appearance in glory.—M. ber and influence of their respective votaries are reward, absorption in Nervana, or nonentity. It
so limited, as not to require in this sketch a more is by no means so rigorous in enfprdug its own
fenry.
precepts of morality, and teaches, that to expiate
III. He is a good logician that offers up to God a reasona- particular notice*
Of the three principal sects just named, the sins, offerings to idols and the priests are suffiIc service; a good arithmetician who has learned to number his
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cient. It has its monks and nuns, its meritorious ! braced. ChurchiS are said to have been estab presented on the domestic altar, at which the old
himself presided, as the high priest of
readings in an unknown tongue; its masses for j lished in many cities; and were, for a time,, fa patriarch
his own family.
vourably
regardel
by
the
government;
but
it
is
the dead; its prayers and offerings to the souls ot ,
The spirit of the head seemed largely to descend
not known that tny traces of them now remains.
the departed.
I
Nearly all the learned in China, and most ofI The Roman Catkolics entered China, from the to all the members of this truly Christian family.
those who are high in rank and office, are either same quarter, about the thirteenth century, and, There was a daughter, who sat in the cheerlessness
followers of Confucius, or ot Laoutse. Budhism pressing their labours with all that courage and of utter, hopeless blindness. She had eitherbeen
is the religion of the mass of the people. Yet vigour, that singleness and steadiness of purpose, j blind from her birth, or the privation had come
it is said to have very little hold upon the general and that spirit of compromise, and that martyr-; to her by disease at an early age. Yet she was
respect.—The government has usually tolerated spirit too, for whidi the Jesuits have been remark- j apparently contented and happy. It was her Fa
it, or favoured it, merely as an instrument for keep able, the progress of this corrupted form of Chris- ther’s pleasure that she should never look upon
ing the lower classes in quiet subjection, not tianity was, for a tme, rapid and great. And had t the fair face of creation, and therefore she mur
adopted it. Both the system itself and its adhe not the political anbition and interference of the i mured not. There was light to her in the inner
rents are despised by the learned and intelligent. missionaries awakened the jealousy of the govern- J chambers of the soul; there shone “ the true I'urhl)
Its priests, who are very numerous, are taken ment, their triuntph might, ere this time, have i the light of life. In a moment, by the voiceband
from the lowest of the people; are extremely been complete. After suffering incredible per even by the footstep, she recognised each friendly
poor, and notoriously depraved. And almost ail secutions, their European priests were all either visitant; and a placid smile would steal over her
its temples are said to be in a dilapidated condition. put to death or e<pelled from the empire anil the features, as she raised her head, and turned toOf these prevalent systems, it will be inferred fruits of their indefatigable labours have nearly ' ward them as though to look upon them, and with
from the statements already made, that none ex disappeared; theie being known to exist at the her gentle voice gave them her cordial greeting.
erts any very salutary influence on the morals of present time, only a few Churches in the western Methinks I can see her now, engaged in her fa
the community. A writer in the Chinese Re part of the empire, and individuals being now and vorite occupation of knitting; her fingers moving
pository says: “It is a prevailing opinion among then found in other parts of the country, retain with mechanical exactitude and singular rapidity,
the Chinese, that in morals their nation has great ingin privacy their attachment to the Papal su  and her sightless eyeballs from time to time ex
ly degenerated, and still continues to grow worse perstition. There is also a Creek Church at Pe amining the work, as though to test its correct
and worse. Phis opinion,” he adds, “is correct: king, the capital of the empire, under the pro ness. But she is gone! consumption “marked
and most evidently so in reference to their reli tection and patroiage of the Russian commercial her for his own; and full of faith, long tried and
purified in the furnace of affliction, ripe for glory,
agent.
(To be Continued.)
gionists.”
she exchanged a darksome world for the light of
All these systems seem, also, to be on the de
ceaseless day. A sister, not less gentle by nature,
RELIGIOUS.
cline. It is remarked in the valuable work just
nor less pious through grace, followed her at no
referred to, that “though almost all kinds of false
From the Western Recorder.
distant period. The same insidious malady slow
religions, that, ever flourished in the world, seem
ly drank up the springs of health and life. For
EFFICACY OF IIOI.Y LIVING.
to have found their way into China, where, with
various modifications, they now exist; yet they
I can still call to mind the veneration, with years she may be said to have “died daily.” Yet
exist without any life-giving principle. Systems which in other days, I looked upon some who thus she too “suffered as a Christian;” “and her end
they are, without order; framed in darkness, and walked with God, in the “beauty of holiness.” was peace.” With scarcely an exception, the
upheld by ignorance and superstition. They do Their memory is mingled with the ever fresh and spirit which sanctified the dead, rests over the liv
not, and they can not, afford support equal to the unfading remembrtnccs of childhood and youth. ing ; and the blessing lingers yet in the habitation,
exigencies of man. And hence, proving unsat Among the forms hat are wont to present them or rather in the family, of the just, descending to
isfactory, it is not surprising that they should be selves before memory’s eye, and to renew the feel the childrens children.
But the good old father; let me return to him.
neglected and even deprecated, by those who see ings of by-gone days, is that of a good old man,
and know their destructive effects. If we mistake whose silvery locks and venerable appearance chal He too hath “ fallen asleep in Jesus. ’ But not
not, all false religions in China are on the decline; lenged my childish admiration, and to whom in until he had “testified unto the men of his gen
and sure we are that, by many of the learned deed “ the hoary head was a crown of glory.” eration.” I would be an ingrate indeed, could I
and those in authority, they are but little regard Bearing the name, he seemed also to inherit some forget with what tact and effect he could “speak
ed, and but poorly supported.”
what ot the spirit of “the father of the faithful;” a word in season;” or how a solemn word thus
But though naturally without vigour, and from for he indeed “commanded his children and his “fitly spoken,” came home to myown soul. I
the trial that has been made of them, regarded household after him, that they should serve the had been long and sorely tried by disease. My
by the reflecting afc useless, except, perhaps, poli Lord.” As his residence adjoined my maternal young life had indeed “ drawn nigh to the grave.”
tically, and in fact of a corrupting tendency, and home, that happy, blessed home to which my I had felt “the bitterness of death;” and that
now actually on the decline—they must be ex thoughts so often revert, and around which my bitterness of death was nearly past. I was “sav
pected to oppose formidable impediments to the fond affections still love to linger, his appearance, ed so as by fire.” For the first time after many
progress of Christianity. They occupy the place his converse, and his habits, of course became weary months of seclusion and suffering, I had
of religion in the minds of men, and cannot be ea familiar to my observation; and they all concurred adventured forth with languid step to look upon
sily dislodged. The intellect being clouded, and to inspire me with an abiding, and almost super the unclouded sky, to taste the fresh and balmy
the conscience being perverted by them, the mass stitious reverence for practical religion. In the air, to stand upon the verdant bunk, and to watch
(if their votaries are satisfied with them, and think humble yet independent occupation, in the rustic the swelling sails as they expanded to the gentle
,themselves religious. And as they do not restrain garb, and with the simple habits of a country far breeze, and glided along over the bosom of the
from sin, nor enjoin holiness of heart or life, nor mer, he challenged a measure of my respect which sparkling waters; in a word to enjoy the luxury
awaken painful forebodings in respect to a future neither wealth nor pomp could ever extort. It of nature in her freshness and her beauty. The
retribution, they will probably be prized more occurred even to my childish mind, that there was richness of the treat was felt; gratitude was busy
highly, and clung to more tenaciously, when a upon him the clear impress of God. He seemed at my heart; and that heart was full. It was
direct attempt shall be made to wake conscience to present me with an embodied image of godli then that this venerable man, as though sent of
into life, and to substitute in their place a hum ness. The idea which was vague and confused God, drew near. Kindness was in his heart; ten
bling and sanctifying religion. The prince of in the abstract became clear and distinct in the derness beamed from his eye and breathed in his
darkness will not. care how much the delusions living personification. I saw what it was to be tones. He pressed my hand, looked full in my
which he has contrived to mislead and destroy a Christian; and I loved, I honored the name and pallid face, congratulated me on my resuscitation,
men are despised, while his victims embrace no the character. His holy consistency charmed me, and in a few but solemn words, warned me, as I
thing, and derive nothing, which will deliver them I knew not why. He was always the same. His had already been warned of God to consecrate
from his snare. But when they begin to break religion was “as the garment that covered him my spared life to him by whom it had been “ran
away from his thraldom, he may be expected to withal;” nay, more than this, for it was never laid somed from the power of the grave.” The warn
use every artifice to delude them more fatally, aside. He carried it with him whithersoever he ing sunk into my heart. I retired to my chamber
and to bind them more inseparably to his service. went, by day and by night. If he walked abroad to muse, to weep and to pray.—The incident and
In the eighth or ninth century, Mohammedan over the fields, he thought and spoke of the good the converse of that day I must ever regard as
ism was introduced into China, but never made ness of Him who clothed the fields in beauty; among the links of that chain of mercies and of
any considerable progress. It still has an exist who “ caused the grass to grow for the cattle, and means, which has bound me to my God and to his
ence, however; its votaries constituting one of the green herb for the service of man.” He was altar for ever. That my hand now traces the lines
the minor sects, having here and there a mosque, truly a laborious man; but piety made labor seem of a Christian work, and that niv lips proclaim
and some of them being in the employ of the light, and “his sleep was sweet to him,” for it “the everlasting Gospel,” is partially to be ascrib
government.
was rest to weariness, and it was consecrated by ed to “the speech that distilled as the dew,
Christianity, there is reason to believe, was in prayer. Frugality and industry marked the whole to the life that was eloquent for God, of this hum
troduced into China, as early as the seventh cen circle of his domestic arrangements. “ Not sloth ble and aged saint, who now sleeps the sleep of
tury, by the Nestorians, the most enterprising of ful io business, fervent in spirit, serving the Lord,” death, waiting “ the resurrection of the just.'
A similar impression was produced upon my
the various sects into which the Christian world was the motto of his house. None were idle
was early divided. They penetrated the country there: yet all were cheerful and contented.— youthful mind, bv one whose name is associated
from Tartary; and continued their labours for the Their plain but substantial fare was ever blessed with all that is active in benevolence, or saintly
propagation of their faith till the thirteenth cen by the voice of solemn prayer; and it might in piety ;* and there was another,f the friend of
tury ; and did not become extinct till the sixteenth. truly be said that “ they ate their meat in joy and
The late Mrs. Isabella Graham,
Little can now be learned respecting the extent singleness of heart joying and praising God.”— f* We
suppose the friend of Mrs, Graham, here alluded t°>
to which their doctrines were promulgated or era- “The morning and evening oblation” were duly' was the late Mrs. Chrystie.
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her heart with whom she often “ took sweet coun
sel,” who shunned the eye and the applause of
men during life and whose name, therefore may
not appear upon this humble page, but on whom
the writer never looked without being remind
cd of “ Him mho mas meek and lowly in heart."
It is said that strength of earthly affection, and
the habit of sweet and familiar intercourse, will
sometimes cause a change gradually to pass over
the features, and assimilate in countenance those
who are assimilated in taste and character. Cer
tainly the love and the practice of piety, the daily
exercise of benevolent feelings and of Christian
affections does add peculiar grace and benignity
to the aspect. It was so with her. She was love
ly even amidst the wanings of age. A heavenly
expression played over her placid yet speaking
features, and her look at times was truly angelic;
while her soft, and musical voice, with its silvery
tones, seemed already attuned to accompany the
golden harps of heaven, in ‘‘the song of the re
deemed.” Years have elapsed since she “de
parted to be with Christ,” but her countenance,
with its radiant expression, is distinctly before me,
and my ear seems to drink in again the mellow
sounds it loved to hear.
These were saints indeed. Their “witness was
on high, their record was above.” They were not
of our external communion, but “ truly their fel
lowship mas with the Father., and his Son Jesus
Christand deeply had they “drank of his Spirit.”
“They rest from their labors, and their works do
follow them.”

a strong complaint against the prejudices of
others who were hostile to the book of Common
Prayer. This gave him the greatest uneasiness
and called forth the following characteristic ques
tion and reply in the letter just mentioned :—
“What sort of an evil is a sectarian spirit? It is
the cruel iron wedge, of the detil’s own forging,
to separate Christians from each ether—Christians
thereby become like divided armies.” With re
gard to the promoters of his object at Leamington,
he says—“ They are very anxious to come as near
the Church as they possibly can—but if they
were to resign their chapel entire'y to the Church, I
they exclude at one stroke every other Protestant
minister of any denomination.” He proceeds,
“while, therefore the people at Leamington have
opened their large and handsome chapel by adopt
ing the liturgic service; and have settled matters
accordingly, yet in the admission of good minis
ters of every denomination they chose a little more
liberty than the Church allows.” Mr. Hill was
always a strong advocate for the liturgy of the
Church and confessed, that whi e be condemned
all formality in prayer, he found his devotion much
assisted by our spiritual and edifying forms. It is
part of the truest glory of our nation, that it pos
sesses, under the sanction of the state, such an
admirable standard of what the spirit of devotion
in a people ought to be which it is surely much
more calculated to inspire than many, to use an
expression of Mr. Hill’s, of the “tiresome forms
of others, disguised in an extemporaneous dress.”
I once mentioned to him, that I had heard it had
been observed by a clergyman of his acquaintTHE REV. ROWLAND IHLL ON THE LITURGY.
I ance—“If a man could but hear only half of the
For the following extracts from the life of this eccentric, but extempore prayers offered up in this country on
devoted minister, we are indebted to the Episcopal Recorder. (anyone Sunday, he would fall down on his knees
I he testimony of such a man should be conclusive in answer in an ecstacy, to give vent to his thankfulness for
to the objection, that a Liturgy has a necessary tendency to the liturgy.”—“That he would, sure enough,” he
replied,—“and let me ask, if a nan’s heart can-not
promote formality.
respond to those spiritual petitions which abound
“It was impossible not to be struck with his de in our service, what has grace done in it?” It is,
vout attention in his own chapel, to the reading of indeed also a matter of surprise, that they who ob
the prayers; and he often expressed the strongest ject to forms altogether, do not see plainly, that
disapprobation of the apparent disregard shown if the words of supplication used by the minister
to them by those who came in after service u as are adopted by the people, they become to them,
be gun. He al ways considered the want of a vivid though uttered extempore, in every sense of the
perception of the excellence of the liturgy as an word, a form.
evidence of a lack of spirituality; and in con
versation would frequently repeat parts of it with
CATIIOLTC SEMINARIES IN TIIE WEST.
great energy, and say, “well done, the good old
We copy tile following from the St Louis Observer, to show
reformers; what fine scriptural ideas they had; the artful, insinuating manner by which the Catholics almost
if they were alive now, I would try to get them imperceptibly win over the Protestant children committed to
their care to the Catholic faith__ Bost. Recorder.
into Surry chapel pulpit.”
Convents, &c.—The following extract of a
Mr. Hill, though in charge of an independent
Chapel, whose form of worship was regulated en letter has been given us for publication. Duty to
tirely in accordance with the views of propriety the community in which we live has satisfied us
and expediency entertained by himself and his that it ought to be published. For the present
congregation, used the liturgy of the Church of we have no comments to make except simply to
England. We had the pleasure of attending ser state that, had we not the most perfect confidence
vice in Surry chapel some years ago and observ in the source from whence these statements come,
ed no difference between the/orm used there and we should not publish them. On proper applica
that precribed for the Churches of the establish tion the names of those who are responsible for
ment. A circumstance by which we were much the facts detailed below, will be given to any one
impressed on this occasion, occurs to us in con who is personally implicated in what follows.
‘ I reirtember that it was by great kindness and
firmation of a remark in the foregoing extract.
Mr. Hill commented in the introductory part of attention, that my affections were first won by
his sermon with great fervour upon one of the the nuns, and then by persuasion—they manifest
occasional collects of the Church of England, ing the deepest interest for my eternal welfare—
which had been used in the coqrse of the service, that they first induced me to go to confession,
as peculiarly beautiful and expressive. This col telling me, that by that means alone my sins would
lect, which, much to our regret, has been omitted be forgiven, and that the Catholic faith was the
only one through which I could ever expect to
in our Prayer-book, is as follows:—
“ O God, whose nature and property is ever to be saved. I remember perfectly, what my im
have mercy and to forgive, receive our humble pressions were after having gone to confession, and
petitions; and though we be tied and bound with been baptised (impressions which they instilled
the chain of our sins, yet let the pitifulness of thy into my mind,) that if I had died the moment
great mercy loose us; for the honour of Jesus after (although I had experienced no heart felt
repentance) 1 should have gone immediately to
Christ, our Mediator and Advocate. Amen."
In the year 1830, after the death of his excel heaven; but had I committed any venial sin as
lent and beloved partner, Mr. Hill visited Leam they termed it, and then died without confessing
ington in Warwickshire, “and endeavoured to di to the priest, I should have gone to a place called
vert his thoughts from affliction, by superintending Purgatory, where I should have suffered a short
the affairs of a chapel he designed to manage time, and then gone to heaven; and had I com
upon his customary plan ;” in connexion with this mitted mortal sin, such as murder, theft, swearing,
circumstance, as related in his memoir, we find the &c. and died without confession and receiving
absolution from the priest, I should have been
following passage:
eternally lost. The priest, Mr. V. who baptised
to
the
“I am greatly indebted,” he says,
dissenters in me, said nothing to me except through the inter
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son, I presume, was, he could not speak English,
nor I speak French. The nun told me, he said
I was then out of danger, and by adhering to their
faith, I would be eternally saved. VYe were al
lowed no communication with the priests, except
through confession. It was considered a great
honor to speak to one of them and the respect
and awe which we were taught to feel for them,
was such as is due to a divine being. 1 know that
there were several girls (Mrs. R. of St. Louis, one
of them) who were, I presume influenced in the
same w ay. But all was done so secretly, that no
human being but the priest and nuns knew of the
facts. It was a custom, and considered an honor
by the scholars for one to he called out at a time,
sometimes by the superior but oftener by the nun
whom the girl was most attached to, to converse
with them privately in another room and alone,
on the subject of religion, but each were so posi
tively bound to secrecy that we knew not for what
object each had been called out; but, I presume,
it was for the same purpose. It was by these pri
vate and secret conversations with one of the
nuns I very much loved, that I was persuaded to
join them. They told me that it was not necessa
ry to consult my parents, that they would object
and probably take me from the Convent, and then
I would be forever lost. When I was sent for to
go home, they advised me a great deal how to
act, told me it was a sin to go to the Protestant
Church, unless I was forced; and, if I did go, that
1 must not listen to what the minister said, that I
must never read the Bible (a book we were never
permitted to read there,) and to go to the Catho
lic Church and to confession, as often as I could;
if my parents opposed me, it was no harm to tell
a lie to get to go.
I remember one thing which made a very deep
impression on my mind. They told me if I
should see a little sister, brother, or any other
child under seven years of age, dying without
having been baptized, that I must take a little
water, sprinkle it on them, pronouncing the usual
words in baptism, and the child would go to hea
ven; if I neglected it, the child would go to a place
called Limbo, its only punishment, it would fore
ver be debarred the sight of God. The nuns
had an indescribable talent for winning the affec
tions of the scholars; and I now believe that it
was their practice for some particular nun to en
snare the affections of some particular girl or
girls, and by her influence they were to be per
suaded to embrace their religion, and even some
times to become nuns.
The nun to whom I was most attached and who
influenced me most, has gone to her long home.
She was a beautiful, amiable and intelligent wo
man, and although 1 believe she was sincere and
devoted in her religion, I always thought she was
unhappy in her situation as a nun. Though she
dared not breathe such a thing, but appeared per
fectly contented, her melancholy countenance and
often long and deep drawn sighs heard only by her
pupils and her God, told a different talc.’
I DID NOT THINK.

We sometimes hear Christians urge their thought
lessness as an excuse for having run into sin. It
is the business of every one who has consecrated
himself to God forever, to think what he has done,
and at every after step, to think what he is doing.
If, after the enlistment of a soldier he should be
found aiding the enemy, it would be a poor ex
cuse that ‘ he did not think.’ His first business,
when a proposal is made to him is to ask himself,
will it be for the benefit or injury of my country?
So the sworn soldier of the cross is bound to ask
himself, soberly, will my act be for the glory of
God, or the injury of his cause ? In no other way
can he ever comply with the injunction, “ whe
ther ye eat or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all
to the glory of God.’ Thoughtlessness is a sin
for which we must give an account.—St. Louis
Observer.

As soon as pride is humbled enough, not to enter
into controversy with God about the justice of his
own declarations; every man confesses himself a
support of some liberal-minded disst
guilty sinner, in danger of eternal ruin—Venn
that place;” but he annexes to this declaration, pretation of the nun, who was with me. Therea-
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ADDRESS OF BISHOP HOPKINS
TO THE CONVENTION OF TIIE DIOCESE OF VER
MONT.

[CONCLUDED.]
The Bishop sustains an office of a threefold
character. First, he is a Patriarch of the Church
bound to watch over it with parental solicitude
and affectionate care, and ready at all times to
spend and be spent in its service. This ancient
attribute of his office is plainly intimated in our
ordination services, where you find him addressed
by the venerable title of Reverend Father in God,
and he is thus constantly reminded of the tender
ness and love, which should animate all his labours
in the cause of that blessd Redeemer, who freely
delivered his own life for us all.
Secondly, the Bishop is elected as the judge of
the-Church, that is, the officer by whose con
struction of the laws an^rulesof the Church his
diocese is to be governed. Like other judges, he
is elected for life, being, however allowed under
certain regulations to resign, and being also sub
ject to impeachment, trial, and deposition, if guil
ty of any unworthy conduct, or serious inconsis
tency.
And thirdly, he is elected as the governor of
the Church within his diocese, to see that her laws
are executed and her rules obeyed, to preside, as
on this day, in her legislative assembly, to report
her condition, and recommend such measures as
he may deem important to her welfare, and gener
ally to do his utmost for the safety and happiness
of her clergy and her people.
In recognition of these responsibilities and to
aid him in their fulfilment the clergy are all, at
their ordinatton, bound to promise him a faithful
submission; and to give him the benefit of their
advice, the presbyters are of ancient times, held to
be his Council, besides which our system gives him
a particular body called the Standing Committee,
elected annually by the Convention, for the ex
press purpose of watching over the qualifications
of candidates, the regularity of testimonials, and
the general affairs of the Diocese.
In subordination to this presiding officer, the
clergy minister to the several congregations, and
the Vestrymen, annually elected by the parish
ioners, together with the two Wardens, compose a
board whose duty it is to watch over each individu
al congregation. To the Wardens particularly
belongs the care of the Church edifice, the em
ployment of the sexton, the regulation of the
Church yard, the providing of all the current ex
penses, &c. The Vestry, with the Wardens, make
such arrangements as they may think fit for the
raising of the Church revenue, the engagement
of the Minister, the appointment of delegates to
the State Convention, &c. And in all meetings
of the Wardens and Vestry it is the duty of the
rector to preside, as it is the duty of the Bishop
to preside in the sessions of the Convention.
And now, my brethren, that I have completed
this sketch of our ecclesiastical system of govern
ment, I ask, on what part of it an honest arguer
can lay his hand and say, there is monarchy here?
Nay, I go farther, and ask, where is the body of
Christians whose ecclesiastical polity shows so
much affinity with the Republican government of
these United States? And is it too much to say,
that such a system deserves our attentive exami
nation, our full support, and our hearty approval,
combining, as it does, all that is Apostolical and
venerable in the primitive day, with every princi
ple of free and united action which the temper of
the age and the genius of our civil institutions can
fairly require.
But 1 trust that no one will misunderstand the
object of these remarks, so far as to think me for
getful of the holy and spiritual character of the
Christian religion. I he assaults made upon the
Church, on the ground that it is nothing but form,
destitute of the warmth of piety and the light of
true religion, and cramping the energies of the
soul by the restraints of the Liturgy—these it will
be my duty to notice on some future occasion.
At present, my design is confined to the polity or
external government of the Church, merely for
the purpose of showing its perfect accordance with
the polity of our republican system. I grant that
ecclesiastical polity is no more to be confounded

our blacks are incapable of being benefitted by
religious instruction. Until professing Christians
however awake to a sense of their duty in the
matter, little can be expected from others. The
responsibility then upon us, my Brethren, is tre
mendous. It cannot be disregarded without haz
ard to our souls. The views contained in a recent
pastoral letter by the assistant Bishop of Virginia,
upon this subject, accord so exactly with my own,
that I wish some steps could be taken to place
them before every planter in our Diocese.
After having expressed his gratification at the
general state of piety in the Diocese, he adds;—
“Still it would bean abandonment of my sa
cred trust not to acknowledge the deep concern I
have felt on discovering in some of our parishes, a
manifest decline of spiritual interest and zeal.
And I shall not be considered I trust, as invading
any social rights while I ascribe this decline to a
too great indulgence on the part of communicants,
in worldly and trifling amusements.
The contest is between the spirit of the world,
and the spirit of Christ; and he who yields to
the spirit of the former is sure to be deserted by
the latter. For thefriend ofthe world is the enemy
of God. And how evident is it, from the de
portment of some from whom we have a right to
hope better things that they have become car
nally minded. And as to be carnally minded is
death, death to one’s own spiritual state, death in
its influence upon the ungodly, and death in its
effects upon the Church, it becomes my solemn
duty as the overseer of Christ’s flock, to raise a
warning voice against the spirit of the world.
Your attention to my personal comfort, and your
general respect for my office, have been truly ex
emplary, and call for my grateful ackowledgments.
Still it has not been without pain that I have some
times witnessed among professing Christians a
greater anxiety to extend to me a profuse hospi
tality than to receive at my hands the bread of life.
I hope I may not be misunderstood. It is by no
means my wish to repress the emotions of gener
ous feeling, or to interpose any obstacle to a free
and cheerful intercourse with the people of my
charge; but only to hinder as much as possible
a perversion of the true objects of my visitation ;
to prevent its becoming, instead of a spiritual and
holy entertainment, an occasion of mere worldly
indulgence and gratification.
Dear Brethren, mine is a spiritual office. As
the ambassador of Christ, I bear to you his great
message of mercy and truth. What account shall
I give to my Master if I am welcomed with kind
ness, while his message is set at nought ? if / re
ceive your temporal good things, while you do
not permit me, according to my mission, to dis
pense to you the rich and everlasting treasures of
the Gospel.”
To the Episcopal School he thus adverts:—
“ But what Episcopal parent can open his eyes
upon the causes of spiritual error and delusion,
every hour multiplying and gaining extension in
our land and not desire protection for his children ?
What Episcopal parent can witness the blighting
effects of those means of religious excitement now
so popular, and so industriously employed among
us—can behold them resulting in an utter destruc
tion of that unity among his disciples, for which
NORTH-CAROLINA CONVENTION.
our Lord so earnestly prayed—resulting in an
We have received the Journal of the Eighteenth Annual
almost endless multiplication of conflicting sects—
Convention of the Diocese of North-Carolina, and have made
in an alarming increase of the wildest and most
a few extracts from the address of Bishop Ives.
In regard to the instruction of the colored population, the pernicious errors—in a growing disposition to de
Bishop says: —
cry the sacraments and ordinances of the Gospel—•
“In St. John’s, Fayetteville, I officiated again to substitute heated passion and noisy irregularity
on the following Saturday night. The next day for the retiring devotions of a humble and contrite
also, (Sunday 26,) I preached, and confirmed two heart, and the holy and subordinate principles
persons. At night preached to the colored con of godly living—resulting through their extrava
gregation and confirmed five persons. My con gant, illiberal and offensive exhibitions and de
victions were strengthened by this visitation, of mands in a fearful accession to the ranks of infi
the great importance of doing something more delity and profaneness. Yea, what Christian pa
generally and effectually to relieve the spiritual rent can turn from this sickening contemplation,
ignorance of our black population. There is, I and not desire for his child an asylum from prac
think, a culpable indifference upon this point tices so unauthorized and destructive, in the scrip
among Christians. The very partial efforts we tural doctrines, the orderly worship and the Apos
have already made to instil into the minds of this tolic Ministry of the Church—a Church so long
population the sober and subordinating principles so happily, so entirely united. Let parents bear
of the Gospel of Christ, promise the most happy in mind, then, that for the enjoyment of these
results to a general co-operation in this cause, and blessings, ample provision is made in the Episco
show the utter futility of the indolent plea, that pal School of our Diocese.”—Churchman.

with the spiritual religion of the worshipper, than
the golden candlesticks in the Book of Revela
tions are to be confounded with Him who walked
among them. Yet we should value them wc
should preserve them for his sake. Ihe casket
is not to be confounded with the treasure, but no
man who possesses treasure in an appropriate cas
ket will think that casket unworthy of his care.
No form of civil government can make a nation
prosperous, without intelligence, industry, and
virtue; and yet it is thought worthy of the utmost
sacrifice of blood and treasure to secure that form
which is conceived best adapted to promote the
ends in view. In like manner, it is freely granted
that no form of religious government can make
a Church prosperous, without evangelical truth
and holiness of heart; and yet it is most plain,
that the system ofgovernment which we have re
ceived from the hands of the inspired Apostles,
and which the primitive Church sustained with
such zealous unanimity, must be deserving of our
utmost regard and veneration. Recognizing, there
fore, this plain distinction, let me conclude by re
commending to your reflection two practical prin
ciples suggested by the nature of our ecclesiastical
Constitution, on our faithful adherence to which,
our stability and our increase must mainly, under
God, depend.
First, then, my brethren, since the force of our
ecclesiastical polity, like that of our civil govern
ment, depends on the majesty of the law, let the
law of the Church never suffer wilful violation.
It is the great characteristic of our system, that
all things must be done decently and in order.—
On the preservation of this principle has rested,
under Providence, the unbroken firmness of the
Church since the reformation, and on the same
must rest her future hopes of steadfastness and
peace. The beginning of innovation, as well as
the beginning of strife, is like the letting in of
water: it is impossible to tell whether the stream
will stop before it carries us away. It is our wis
dom to take a lesson from the schisms, the heart
burnings, and the unhappy collisions which have
rent so many other parts of Christ’s kingdom into
pieces, and thus learn to prize in humble thank
fulness our heritage of order and of peace.
And secondly, since the republican freedom of
our system gives our laity so absolute a control in
every question of election and of legislation, and
leaves the whole support of the clergy within the
unchecked range of their voluntary liberality, it
is obvious, my brethren, that we cannot expect
the Church to flourish, unless there be a persever
ing and zealous spirit manifested by you who are
the leading members of our congregations. Many
encouraging instances of this liberality has our
youthful diocese beheld; and I trust the number
will be constantly increasing, until there shall not
be one Church of our communion embarrassed
by difficulty, nor one clergyman who is not rea
sonably supported by his flock. Above all, may
the spirit of that enlightened and unpretending
piety, which it is the great object of the Church to
foster and maintain, grow steadily amongst us,
and show the enemies of our communion the
strongest evidence of their mistake in the pure
consistency of our life and conversation.
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ESCAPE FROM THE INQUISITION.
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It was well received. The riches of the stranger! the inquisition. I know that Estevan has caused
had been, during some days, universally talked ' a large part of his cargo to be insured at Bor
The following interesting account of the escape of in Lisbon, and the opportunity of seizing them
deaux. I will require that this be sequestered to
■ot a Mexican from the prison of the inquisition in was much too favorable to be lost. The next even secure the charges of my countrymen, so that, if
Lisbon, and the admirable conduct of his ne«ro ing, Estevan was arrested as he descended from you succeed in your generous enterprise, Estevan
servant on the occasion, are found in "Stocdale’s his coach to enter his lodgings. Estevan fortu at least will not be ruined.” At these words
History of the Inquisition, including the Secret nately had among the number of his domestics, a Zamora could not contain his joy; he embraced
ransactions of those horrific Tribunals,” a very young negro of about four and twenty years of the neck of the consul. “ Ah 1” cried he, “ it was
scarce and valuable work.
age, whom he had educated from his infancy. heaven that guided my steps to you.” "But how
I his piece is selected not so much to elucidate Zamora, for that was his name, was present when do you mean to proceed,” said the consul, "in
the principles of this dreadful tribunal, (although his master was arrested. He knew enough of the this design?” "I know not; but this good for
it affords a very good opportunity of judging of the Spanish and Portuguese manners to suspect the tune is a favorable omen of my success.” “Con
convenience which the inquisition affords of for occasion; but in order to ascertain the fact, he sider the dangers you incur.” "They are great,
warding and encouraging the most abominable vil- followed at a distance the familiars who conducted I am aware, but I fear them not.” " How do you
lanies, when the slightest suggestion of suspicion his benefactor. He saw them enter the gates of propose to begin?” "I cannot tell. Providence
was sufficient to cause the arrest and imprisonment the inquisition, and from that moment he formed will be my guide.” "But if you fail?” “Then
of the most spotless character,) but because it the resolution of saving his life, or perishing in I have nothing for which to wish for life.”
presents so engaging a picture of fidelity, spirit, the attempt. His first reflection was, that with-' The consul, still more delighted to behold so
and perseverance, in a poor African, (who by his out money he could not hope for success. He! warm and tender an attachment, embraced the
color, some would have us believe, was actuated therefore flew back to his master’s lodging, as youth again. They resolved, in order to avoid all
only by instinct!) as ought to be known for the cended to his apartment and seized a small chest suspicion, that Zamora should only visit him in
honor of our nature, and the disgrace of those wise filled with diamonds, together with a pocket book the night, to give an account of his proceedings,
persons, who teach us so philosophically, "that which contained the most valuable notes.—He and to receive the money necessary for the fur
the negro in the scale of creation, is perhaps one then hastened down stairs, and escaping amid the therance of his plans.—The consul gave him a key
link higher than the elephant or the monkey, but confusion which the event that had just passed oc of a private door in his garden, and agreed upon
is little more susceptible of the feelings of a man! casioned, he went and hired a lodging for the a private signal to be made at his door. After
night, in a remote part of the city. All night he arranging these points they separated. That very
In the year 1702, Don Estevan de Xeres, a was tormented by the most distressing anxieties. morning the consul repaired to the lodgings of
rich inhabitant of Mexico, quitted America in ’ He reflected on the danger to which he would be Estevan. The commissioners of the inquisition
order to reside in Spain, from which he had been exposed, were he discovered to possess the valua were there before him, and had begun to make an
absent since his infancy, and at the same time ble effects which he had the good fortune to se inventory of the goods of the prisoner. The con
brought with him a considerable part of his for cure out of his master’s property. Suspicion would sul, by virtue of the treaty of commerce which
tune. He was now about fifty four years of age. undoubtedly be excited to his prejudice. He exis’ted between the two nations, exhibited to
Some residents obliged the captain of the vessel would be charged with having stolen them. His them the insurance of the company at Bordeaux,
in which Estevan had taken his passage, to put into great project would thus be rendered abortive, and required in order to secure the interest of
Lisbon. However, he considered this accident and he would perish as a culprit without any ad his countrymen^ that all the effects of Estevan
as of small importance, and resolved to travel by vantage to his benefactor. But where was he to should be sequestered, until the termination of
land to Madrid. He accordingly disembarked his conceal his valuable prize? In whom should he his trial. He also required that the entire house
domestics, his effects, his gold, and his merchan confide? To whom reveal his important secret? should be searched, lest any part of the property
dize, and took a lodging in Lisbon, intending to At length he remembered that, since their arrival ot the prisoner should have been removed out of
pass a few days in that city, in order to recover in Lisbon, he had attended his master more than his own apartments. The host, terrified for the
from the fatigues of his voyage.
once to the house of the French consul, with whom consequence of this proceeding, cried that he had
The avarice of the landlord of the house where he had appeared to be upon terms of strict friend intended himself to make the same demand, be
in our traveller lodged, was inflamed at the sight ship. He reflected, besides, that this person was cause the parcels belonging to the prisoner were
of the great riches which Estevan possessed, and not subject to the power of the inquisition, and so numerous, that in the confusion of his first
he burned with desire to appropriate at least some would be able to act without endangering himself arrival, they had been placed in every part of
the house, and some even in his own chamber, as
part to himself. But how was his object tobeaccom- by his humanity.
plished? To accuse him before the inquisition
At the dawn of day he arose, and having re he took care to specify. By these means, this
was indeed a sure method of plundering Estevan paired to the consul’s house, he entreated a private knave, being entangled in the net which himself
of his treasures, but then the holy office would audience. Being admitted he informed the con had laid, completely lost the reward of his iniquity,
confiscate them, and thus become the only gainer. sul of the calamity which had befallen his master, and nothing was left him but the remorse which
He at length thought that, in the interval between of the resolution which he had formed to deliver followed so atrocious an action.
( To be Continued. J
the seizure of his person and the arrival of the him, of the means he had used to save part of
commissioners to confiscate his goods, he should his property, and to provide himself a fund for
RUM IS A NON-CONDUCTOR.
be able to secrete something of value, and run no j carrying on his design, and besought him to take
risk of being brought to any account upon the sub charge of the precious articles which he bore.
The science of electricity has discovered that
ject. He therefore determined on this plan.—
The consul, surprised at the spirit and the fi certain substances are not affected by the electric
Another difficulty still remained behind.—Estevan delity of the young stranger, engaged to afford fluid; they are therefore called non-conductors.—
had been only a very few days in Lisbon; he was him every assistance in his power, and promised And rum is a non-conductor.
a stranger whose life was totally unknown to him i to keep, with the greatest safety, the deposite en
1. It does not conduct wealth into a man’s pock
as to every body else in the city. Upon what was trusted to his care. He desired him to sit down, et. No man was ever richer for drinking rum.
he to found his accusation, so as to give it that entered into conversation w’ith him, and asked if
2. It conducts no happiness to a man’s family.
appearance of probability which even the inquisi he knew any thing about the reasons of his mas No wife or child was ever the happier for the use
tion required ? It happened that this wretch had ter’s arrest. " Nothing in the world,” replied the which the husband and father made of rum.
a son as abandoned to all virtue as himself, who tender hearted youth, with tears in his eyes. Ilis
3. It conducts no respectability to a man’s cha
had made many travels in America. He was of conduct in the new world was always irieproacha- racter. No man was ever more truly respectable
profligate morals, and embarrassed circumstances ble, and since we disembarked in this city, I have for being a tippler, a moderate drinker, or a drunk
and the father expected, by allowing him some never been absent from him for a moment. I can ard.
small share of the treasures, he should bring him safely assert that he never was guilty of a single
4. It conducts no good to the mind or body.
act, or word, or look, that betrayed even indiscre
over to second his base designs.
No
man was ever more really strong, or healthy,
This son, worthy of such a father, accepted the tion. No; his riches has tempted some wretch or prudent, or wise for the use of spirit.
proposal with alacrity. In his travels he had re to ruin him. In my honest opinion, Don Estevan
5. It conducts not one good thing into the com
dded some time in Mexico. Don Estevan was made choice of a dangerous residence. The mas munity.
There are 500,000 tipplers and 300,000
wt entirely unknown to him. It would be pos ter of the house appeared to me to be too inquis
drunkards in the nation. Is the nation any more
sible to make it appear that a violent passion for itive. He harrassed all our people with continual
in Indian beauty had prevailed on him to gratify questions, and frequently interrogated myself con wealthy, respected, virtuous or prosperous on this
account? Double the number of each, and would
iis mistress and her friends by some acts of ado cerning the life of my master. I do not like the
it be of any advantage to the nation ?
ption towards the sun. As the country was character of this man. His son, whom I was told
6. Rum conducts no principle of vital piety
mown to this young man, he would be enabled to he had not seen for a long time, has been recon
nentionthe scene where this transaction had hap ciled to him within a few days, and during that into the heart. Was ever the instance seen in
pened and the witnesses, who were present upon time they have had many private interviews and which either rum-selling or rum-drinking produced
he occasion. The father was to add, that Don conferences together. I think I observed them any real change of a man’s principles for the bet
Estevan, since his arrival in Lisbon, had neglected to exchange very suspicious looks as they viewed ter ?
But rum has conducted away millions of money,
o attend the churches, and that he continued the numerous trunks and parcels which Don Este
werv dav, for some hours, shut up in his own van had brought with him into the house. Per and an untold amount of happiness and character!
apartment, probably, to follow, without restraint haps I am deceived, but I cannot help suspecting it has destroyed in tens of thousands of instances
that those men are not unconcerned in the cause health, reason, conscience—all, all that the poor
his idolatrous devotions.
of our calamity.” If that be the case,” replied deluded man had, and has turned him out into the
Their abominable and ridiculous plotbeing thus the consul, I will baffle at least a part of their world, poor, diseased, wretched, vile, polluted,
hid the two wretches repaired to the mesa ot plot. I will disappoint their avarice, and that of disgusting, lost, destroyed.— Vermont Chronicle

the holy office, and delivered in their information.
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Colonization Society or Kenyon College and Vicini
ty._ The anniversary meeting of this Society took place in
the College Chapel on the 4th inst. After divine service the
chair was taken by the President, Mr. F. II. McGuire.—
The annual report of the Board of Managers was read, and
an appropriate address delivered by the Rev. Professor Fitch.
Resolutions were adopted expressing unabated confidence in
the plans and object of the Society. The abolition of slavery’
and the voluntary colonization of the African in the land of
his fathers, were regarded as kindred objects, which might be
prosecuted together in perfect harmony and with good hopes
of success. Upwards of 50 dollars were subscribed towards
the sum of 300 which the Society had previously undertaken
to raise during the year.

O' The Annual meeting of the Temperance Society of Ken
yon College and Vicinity will take place in the College Chapel
on Saturday the 19th inst. at half past seven o’clock, when,
beside the annual report, several addresses may be expected.
A prompt and general attendance of citizens and students is
respectfully solicited.
For the Gambier Observer.
THE REV. GEORGE BURDER.

Few religious books are more generally known or have done
more good than the Village Sermons, by the lute Rev. George
Burder, one of the founders of the British and Foreign Bible
Society. Nearly a million copies were circulated in a few
years after their publication. Addressing his family, on his
seventieth birth-day, he thus speaks of these excellent produc
tions. “ Nor must I omit to call upon you to join me in
praise to God for directing my mind to the publication of the
Village Sermons. The first volume was published in the year
1797, and proving acceptable, I was induced to add volume to
volume till one hundred discourses were completed in 1820.
I bless God with all my heart for accompanying the reading
of these discourses with the power of his Holy Spirit, to the
conversion of many; and among others, of some clergymen
and other ministers; as well as rendering them useful in fami
lies and villages, making them the occasion of the introduction
of a regular Gospel ministry. To God alone, he all the gio

another female society is expected to lie formed by Mr. Mann.
Donations and subscriptions have been made among us with
a good degree of liberality. I he statements of our reverend
brother respecting the present state of the Church in Virgin
ia, compared witli what it was a few years ago, and with what
it soon promises to lie, a rich blessing to the state and the
world, if its friends will only come up to its help, to the help
of the Lord against the mighty, are highly calculated to do
good. Lit every one’give as God has enabled him, and the
work will and must goon; and then no one to whom God
has given a heart and mind to serve him in the ministry of his
dear Son, shall he destitute of the means of improving both,
so as to wait acceptably on him in his sacred office.
I am heartily pleased to hear that a mission by our Church
to China, and also to Africa, is contemplated.
Diocese of Tennessee.—We have been much gratified by
the receipt of a private letter from a clerical brother in Ten
nessee, whom we rejoice to find again in possession of health
and strength for the work of the ministry. We take the li
berty of quoting from it the following passage:—
“ Our congregations are yet young in knowledge, and few
comparatively in numbers. A decidedly favorable impression
in behalf of our Zion has been made, however, throughout the
diocese, by tiie visitation recently completed, of our newlyconsecrated Bishop. We cannot feel sufficiently thankful to
the great Head of the Church, for having placed over this,
our portion of his vineyard, a man of such a spirit and of such
powers. May lie lie long spared unto us, even until this ‘ wil
derness shall blossom as the rose.”’
Since the above was written, we have been favored with a
letter from the Bishop of Tennessee, in which he says:—“I
have said nothing about our wants here in this diocese; but
they are great, appallingly great. One universal cry should
go up from the Church, throughout the length and the breadth
of the land, ‘Lordsend forth laborers to the harvest.’ ”—Ep.
Recorder.

have not learned righteousness. Earthquakes, famine, pesti
lence, and commercial distress have raged in different parts of
the country. Two shocks of earthquake were felt in this city.
In the upper provinces many lives were lost. At Monghyr,
brother Leslie’s house has been rendered uninhabitable. Mrs.
Chamberlain, [the widow of the lamented Missionary,] was
taken out of it ill when the shocks were most violent, and ex
pired in the open air. To the south of Calcutta much distress
has been experienced by inundation, which has produced such
want as has made parents willing to sell their children for a
morsel of bread! A fever has also prevailed as fatal as the
cholera, which has swept away thousands, chiefly natives, but
many Europeans. This is beginning to subside. In addition
to these things, the failure of many respectable merchantile
houses has increased the distress, so that we have literally seen
men’s hearts failing them for fear and for looking after thosu
things which are coming on the crath.’ Still the Lord reignetli—in tiie midst of judgment lie remembers mercy. Ha
lias spared his servants, and by his judgments he will be exalt
ed in the sight of the heathen.”

Bible Cause.—Ten thousand dollars from Tennessee.—Well
might Dr. Wisner say if New England does not awake, it
will not he ten years before the Western valley will go before
us in benevolent efforts.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Middle Ten
nessee Bible Society, in Nashville, on the 26th day of April
last, the following Resolutions were unanimously adopted.
1st. Resolved. That the Middle Tennessee Bible Society will
co-operate with the Bible Societies, and friends of the Bible
in Tennessee, in the effort to raise the sum of $10,000 by the
1st of April 1835, in aid of the funds of the American Bible
Society.
2d. Resolved, That the Middle Tennessee Bible Society will
endeavor to raise at least $1,000 of the above cited $10,000
within the limits of Davidson county.—Jour. §• Tel.

Bible in China.—At a meeting of the Directors of the
Green Bay Mission.—It was recommended by the Board Connecticut Bible Society, in Hartford, on the 2d ult, the
of Managers of the Domestic and Fireign Missionary Society, following resolution was adopted.
at their late meeting, that the Executive Committee should
Resolved. That this Committee will endeavor to raise, dur
appoint a suitable person “to visit the missionary stations at ing the present year, tiie sum of five thousand dollars, to aid
Green Bay, as agent, to. examine and report on the state of in publishing and distributing the Holy Scriptures in the Chi
its affairs.” In consequence of the peculiar state of the Mis nese language.
sion, occasioned by the resignation of the Rev. Mr. Cadle and
other circumstances, the dilfieulty of ascertaining what mea
The Last of the Missionaries.—Gov. Finney writes, un
sures will he most expedient with regard to it, and the impor
tance of obtaining such precise information of its present con der date of May 10, “ Mr. Temple, the last of the band of
dition and prospects as will furnish ground for definite action, Presbyterian Missionaries who landed in Africa the first of
it has been determined by the Executive Committee to make January last, to try its perils, will hand you this note.” [Mr.
the appointment recommended, and likewise to increase the Temple is a colored preacher, and went out last fall under the
number of visiters to two. The Rev. Drs. Henshaw and patronage of the Western Missionary Society. He lias re
Hawks were first appointed, but were compelled by their en • turned for ordination, and expects to go hack to Liberia in a
gagements to decline the duty. Since then the Rev. Drs. little while.J Gov. I’, adds—“Our losses do not dishearten
Milnor and Kemper have been appointed, and we are much me. I trust the church will not he discouraged. God is
pleased to learn, have consented to serve the Society in this about to try us, but hope some good will be found, and faith
important trust. They have probably, ere this, left New-York which shall not tremble though a thousand fall. The ends of
D-”
the earth belong to Jesus, and his they shall be.”—N. Yort
But the special object of this short notice is to show the for Green Bay.”—lb.
Evangelist.
views of this eminently wise and holy man as to the requisites
Missionary Association of Litchfield, Conn—The re
of a candidate for the. Christian ministry. In a letter to his son,
The Earl of Stamford and Warrington has contributed the
gular quarterly meeting of the Episcopal Missionary Asso
they are thus enumerated:
ciation of Litchfield county, was held in St. Paul’s Church, sum of 300/. to the funds of the Diocesan Society, now form
1. “That the person be really and truly converted to God ; Sharon, on Wednesday and Thursday, the 21st and 2 2d of ing under the auspices of the Bishop of Chester, for the
a new creature, born of the Spirit; and it is requisite that piety May. Resolutions were adopted at the suggestion of the Bi building of Churches in Cheshire and Lancashire.—Chester
shop of the Diocese, in relation to the proposed mission to Courant.
be not only real, but eminent.
China: and the most gratifying evidence was alFordcd of an
The Bishop of St. Asaph, in a few weeks of the late win
2. “That there he competent abilities, natural and acquired, increase of the missionary spirit, both among the clergy and ter, furnished from sixty to seventy poor families in St. Asaph
and both if possible; for the preacher should be the superior laity. The convocation sermon was preached by the Rev. G. and its neighborhood, with blankets and various articles of
B. V. Eastman, of Bristol, and the sermon on Missions, by wearing apparel. Subscriptions have been made which have
of most of his hearers in mental powers.
3. “There must be a prevailing, a strong, an unconquerable tiie Rev E. Huntington, of New-Milford. The next meet furnished to the necessitous sixty gallons of soup twice a week.
ing will beheld in St. Michael’s Church, Litchfield, to com Such Christian charity is beyond all praise.—lb.
inclination and desire to the work, or that the person shall mence on the third Wednesday in August ensuing. There
prefer it infinitely above all other employments, and that for were present at Sharon, beside the Bishop, the following mem
Latest from Liberia.—By the arrival of the Edgar m
the best purposes—the glory of God and the salvation of souls. bers of the Association:—Rev. Messrs. Holcomb, Fuller, i New York accounts have been received from Liberia to the 12th
| Huntington, Tomlinson, Morgan, Purdy, Eastman and Dowd •
4. “The sanction and approbation of competent judges! ney.— Churchman.
I of May.
The Rev. Mr. Laird and his wife, and the Rev. Mr. Cloud,
for men may think they have all the requisites, hut as we are
P. E. Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.-—On Presbyterian missionaries sent out by the Western Foreign
ail partial to ourselves, it is well to have the approbation of
tiie 2d June, the Rev J. P. Bailsman, late ot the Diocese of Missionary Society at Pittsburg, and Mrs Wright, the wife
wise and good men . it is very satisfactory to a humble person. Ohio, was appointed Missionary to Ann Arbor, Dexter, and of the Rev. O. S. Wright, Methodist missionary, all fell vic
tims to the fever of the climate, soon alter their arrival at Mon
Ypsilanti, Michigan Territory.
At the same time the sum of $200 was appropriated to aid rovia in December last The health of the colonists generally
State of the Church in Virginia.—We take the liberty
was good, and no deaths had oceured among the fifty colored
of extracting the following gratifying intelligence from a pri in the suppport of an assistant to the Rt. Rev. J. II. Otey, emigrants who went out in the Jupiter except the two before
in St. Paul’s Church, Franklin, upon condition that so much
vate letter, written by a friend in the South of Virginia.
of the time of the assistant, as may not he necessary to sup reported.
[Episcopal Recorder.
fhe Rev. Mr. Temple, (a colored man) the only survivor
The Rev. Mr. Mann is visiting the southern part of our ply the Bishop’s place, he devoted to. Missionary labor; and of the little band of Presbyterian missionaries who left this
also
$2M
for
one
year,
to
the
Diocese
of
Georgia,
to
aid
in
diocese, to interest the friends of the Church in the Theologi
port in the Jupiter, in October Iasi, came back in the Edgar,
cal Seminary at Alexandria and the Society for educating pi the support ol Missionaries ill that State.
but with the intention we understand of soon returning to the
On
the
3d
of
June,
the
Rev.
James
C.
Richmond,
late
as

ous Young Men for the Ministry of the Episcopal Church.
colony. He satisfactorily explains the letters which he wrote
He states that there is ground in this state which M ould occu sistant to the Rector of St. Peter’s Church, Salem, Mass., from Liberia, and which have been so eagerly published by
py the labors of 100 ministers of our communion, were they hut was appointed Missionary to Rushville, lllsnois.—Missionary those who are unfriendly to the colony. 1 bey were written
ready to go forth to the harvest lie gives quite a pleasing Record.
while he was under the influence ol disease, and do not ex
account of the parishes he has visited. Tiiey manifest evi
press bis sentiments while in the fud possession of health and
dent signs ot life and vital action, responding most cheerfully Extract of a Letter from the Rev. William Yates of this reason.
to his appeal in behalf of the church of Christ and a dying
city, dated Calcutta, Dee. 2b, 1833--- Communicated for the
Dr. Hall, the agent of the Maryland Colonization Society,
world, destitute, to an alarming degree, of the bread of life.
Watchman.
had left Monrovia, with 20 able-bodied, and well-acclimated
The most enlightened and influential members of society in
“ 1 rejoice in tiie success of your Burman Mission, and the men, to commence the settlement at Cape l’almas, to the great
those sections of Virginia which lie lias visited, have been willingness of so many to come to the help of the Lord against joy of the natives from that part of the coast, who have long
amongst the most prompt and ready to come fortn in the sup I the mighty. England has fpr a long time been a pattern to liven desirous of seeing civilized men establish themselves in
port of an educated ministry It is the object of Mr. Mann America in Missionary enterprises; hut if America still cun their neighborhood.
to engage every triend anti member of our hi loved Church in tiuues to go on as she has done lor the last few years, tiie scale
Two extensive buildings for new emigrants, and a stona
this great cause, by establishing Education Societies amon» will he turned, and America will he a pattern to England. Presbyterian church, 40 feet by 30, were in progress at Mon
the males and females of our parishes. These have been es Remember, however, amidst all your joy, that you must re rovia.
tablished wherever lie lias already visited. The handful of joice with trembling. Many trials will arise. () that when
A Baptist mission school had been in operation for several
Christians in Cumberland parish seemed disposed to dq some they come, they nvty not damp hut inflame your zeal; then weeks at Grand Cape mount, under the care of A. W. An
thing in this work. S imetimesince, they raised a scholarship, will you go on prosperously when through evil report and good derson, in the spot formerly occupied by Mr. Carey s school
to which they were pleased to give the name of their minister, report, you fellow the Lamb with an equal step.
in the country of Veys. There are in this tribe twelve na
[the Rev. C C. Taliaferro] and have made their first payment.
* * * “This has been an awful year in India. The tives who were taught at Mr. Carey’s school to read the Eng
A male and female Education Societies has been forint d, and judgments of God have been in the land, and the inhabitants lish language with tolerable facility, and they are now very da-

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
Colonization and Emancipation—Tiie late Dr. Hawes
ot Virginia, a gentleman of piety and benevolence, after man
ifesting a p (rental regard for tile best interests of his slaves,
bequeathed them, (upwards of 100 in number) to the care of
American Colonization Society for settlement in Africa.
1 he funds oi that society being inadequate to fulfil the will
of the testator, the case must be speedily met, or that law of
Virginia, which requires the removal of the slaves within a year
consigns them to the slave market. The young Men’s Coloni
zation Society ot Pennsylvania, which has lately been formed
desirous ot averting their fate, appeal to the well known be
nevolence of their fellow citizens, to meet the emergency, and
as soon as the necessary funds can be obtained, will locate them
at Bassa Cove, and territory about seventy miles south of
Monrovia, and celebrated for its salubrity, fertility, and fine
harbor. 1 »ie native king has become so hilly convinced of
the blessings conferred upon bis neighbors, by’the settlement
of colonists among them, that he has repeatedly urged the
establishment of a colony in Ins dominions.
This the Society now propose on the principles of peace and
temperance, uniting agriculture and mechanic arts, with litera
ry and religious instruction. We trust that this benevo
lent effort will warm the hearts of some of our citizens, and
that the infant “ Penn Sylvan” may soon bear record of the
united philanthropy and wisdom of its founders__ Penn In
quirer.
China----Festivity and Starvation__ The Chinese Reposito
ry, published at the end of February, has the following para
graph;
Since the 6th inst. this city (Canton) has presented a scene
of festivities, rejoicings, and congratulations which is usual
throughout the Chinese empire during the holidays of new
year. In the meantime there lias been an unusual amount of
suffering, especially among the lower classes of the inhabitants.
Great numbers of the poor, who were rendered houseless and
pennyless by the inundation last August, have perished during
the winter. No one can describe the wretchedness of some ot
these sufferers, and none but an eye witness can conceive of it.
Morning after morning, and in the same place, we have
seen two, three and four dead bodies; and in the narrow com
pass of a few rods wc have seen at noon-day more than 20 in
dividuals stretched on the ground half naked, and either sense
less or writhing in the agonies of death, caused by hunger.
No man cares for their bodies; none for their souls__ N. Y.
Observer.

A Church is about being built in Wolverhampton, under an
Act passed in his reign. The Rev. W. Dalton, of the Lloyd
House, minister of St. Jude’s Liverpool, has consented to be
come minister of the Church when built. The Rev. gentle
man provides the sum necessary for the endowment, and sub
scribes considerably towards the erection. A site has been
obtained on the Penn road, which has received the approba
tion of the Bishop--- Birmingham Advertiser.
The missionary Joseph Woolf, has arrived at Malta from
India. In a letter dated April 29th, he says—“ I am going
to publish my journals, and then set out for Abyssinia, and
Tiinbuctoo, Cape of Good Hope, Largu Rankpoor, Calcutta,
America, Kamptschatka, Moscow, Berlin, Malta, and then to
England.

From the Albany Gazette.
Died, in London, at an advanced age, SorwiA, widow of
the late’ Rev. Samuel Bradburn, and aunt of Dr. George
Cooke, of the city of Albany, N. Y.
Mrs B the first Sundav-scliool teacher was interred in the
burial ground attached to'the Wesleyan chapel and according
to her request was attended by a number of Sunday-school
children to her grave. Nearly fifty ot the elder scholars of
Radnor-Street Sunday School, under the superintendence of
Mr J W Gabriela and M. Williams, met at the Liver
pool Road chapel and having eventually joined the funeral
procession, walked two by two before the hearse. Hie boys
hid crape flows on their left arms, and the girls black riband
on their bonnets. When the funeral stopped at the chapel
rates, the children commenced singing a suitable >'ymn- 1 he
gX was then carried into the chapel, where the Rev. Messrs.
Oakes and Jackson read the desk service, and after another
k rnn the Rev. Tlieophilus Lassey concluded with prayer.—
*Vthe arave Mr. Jachson read the burial service, and the
i i
nncluded with a third hymn.
WhR was Mrs. Bradburn who first mentioned to the late Ro,bert ,,
j,
of*Sabbath Schools, she went
Ra.kes. the
the suhiect
sunto
to with him
{he
8n of the poor, though strenuously opposed by the clerCh Jd’others? PAt the establishment of his first school, Mrs.
Bradburn, (then Miss Sophia Cook) first enrolled her name,
and was therefore "the first Sunday-school Teacher.
The foregoing arrangements were made, to pay an appro• , trihu’te to her character, and had a very interesting and

_ The rajah of Eedur.a small independent
HOrR1B,nd th7Br’itish frontier, died on the 12th of August;
state heyon
t became known to his house hold, seven of
and when the
apartment where the dead body lay,
the ranees rushed mt,
P
f
()f
The mother of the pj*.
m)(n (>y Uw mtive
fact of the
» inor|ii)
the 5th, the seven ranees, two
ministers, y .ifK.rent casts from the rajah, one personal man
concubines o
slav„S( were taken down with the corpse
servant, and tot
t||e wbole asseinhled population of
and buried w.tl ,
jnfluence ,s stated to have aided m
JSUSrt’i •»»

• -*•

with the rajah, or otherwise, appeared to have interpos
ed by word or deed, to prevent these fourteen people from
burning; on the contrary there was the greatest alacrity on
all sides to complete this outrage. One of the ranees, who
bad throughout shown a disinclination to sacrifice herself, had
‘July been‘married nineteen months to the rajah, and was un
der 20 years of age. The karharees were influenced, it is under
stood, in sparing tile life of the surviving ranee, as she is the
mother of the late rajah’s only son, and her loss might have
been injurious to their interest.—Bombay, ( E. I.) paper, Sep
tember 25.
MARRIED,
Oil Monday evening last, in St. Paul’s Church, Chilicothe,
by the Rev. William Preston, of this city, the Rev. Edward
. Pert, Minister of said Church, to Miss Sarah, daugh ter
of the lion. William Creighton, jun.—State Journal.

Invoice of provisions, consisting ot flour, corn,
beef, pork, fish, malasses, Ac., say
- 3000 00
Invoice of trade goods, consisting of tobacco, dry
goods, hardware, cutlery, agricultural implements,
Ac.,
- ‘...................................... 2400 00
Invoice of duck, copper sheathing, rigging, Ac. for
repairing schooner at Colony,
900 00
$6300 00
In additition to the above, the donations of trade
goods, together with a complete set of new type,
press, Ac, for the Liberia Ileiald, will amount to
about
------700 00

Total amount of the present* per Jupiter,
$7000 00
New- York, June 20th, 1832.
[ Commercial Advertiser.
* Present shipment we suppose is here meant.

GENERAL SUMMARY.
Something New—A correspondent of the Cincinnati Ga
zette gives, notice that ail “aerial Steam-boit," the invention of
a citizen ot that place was to be exhibited there on the 4th of
July, and would verily
------------------------ “ its sail-broad vans
Spread out for flight, and in the surging smoke
Uplifted spurn the ground.”
The following description is given of this new aeronaut:
The boat is about ten feet long; the ribs being covered with
silk, in order to render it very light. The engine, of two
horse power, is placed in the middle, and turns four vertical
shafts projecting over the bow and stern, into each of which are
fixed 4 spiral silken wings, which are made to revolve with a
sufficient velocity to cause the vessel to rise. Over the whole
is fixed a moveable silken cover designed to assist in its propul
sion forward.
The whole boat, including the engine, weighs 60 pounds,
and has cost about $300.
Lafayette—The President of the United States has issued
“General Orders,” announcing to the Army and Navy the
death of Lafayette, briefly recounting his services, and order
ing that the same honors he rendered upon the occasion at the
different military and naval stations, as were observed upon
the decease of Washington. In obedience to these orders, the
following funeral honors will be paid in the several stations of
the army:
“At day break, twenty-four guns will be fired in quick suc
cession, and one gun at the interval of every half hour there
after, till sunset.
The flags of the several stations will, during the day, be at
half mast. The officers of the Army will wear crape on the
left arm for the period of six months.
This order will be carried into effect under the direction of
the commanding officer of each post and station, the day after
its reception.”
In Congress a joint committee, consisting of 13 members of
the Senate, arid 23 of the House has been appointed to consi
der and ri port by what token of respect and affection it may
be proper for the Congress of the United States to express the
deep sensibility of the nation on the death of Lafayette.
In this city, Thursduy was devoted, according to the pre
vious arrangements of tile corporation, to the observance of
Funeral Honors in memory of the illustrious patriot. Very
little business was transacted, by our citizens. Preparations
for similar notices of the event seemed to be making in all our
cities.—N. Y. Evangelist.
We learn from the Liberia Herald that the Agency schoon
er lias been repaired, and will soon sail with a suitable cargo
to the lcsvard for the purchase of rice and palm oil.
It is proposed to build, svhat has long been wanted, a light
house at Cape Messurado.
Measures are in train for the erection of a saw-mill nearly
opposite Millersburg. Now the natives bring the logs down
to the colony on their heads and then saw all their boards and
lumber by hand.
A mission has been despatched by Gov. Pinncy to the Junk
River Teritory, to negotiate with the king and head men for
tracts of land to form a settlement in that fertile region.
King Joe Harris, of Grand Bassa, is said to be clamorous
for the whites to build a town on his side of the St. John’s river
as they have on the other side, and as lie says was promised
him some time ago.
At Grand Bassa settlement, the settlers are said to have be
come industrious, and to have put up 15 shingled houses.
The Herald says if Professor Wright will visit the colony,
the editor will show him a dozen varieties of the coffee plant,
growing spontaneously in the wood in their immediate vicinity.
In respect to the prices of coffee and rice at the colony, the
editor asserts that lie lias never known rice to sell for more than
$2 50 per bushel, and that its average price is about $1 60, or
2| cts. per lb. instead of 25 cts. as has been stated. Coffee,
he says, has not lieen cultivated much, but he had never yet seen
60 cents per pound paid for it.
We learn from the African Repository for June, that the
Rev. J. B. Pinney has been appointed permanent agent of the
Colony of Liberia—N. Y. Evangelist.
tgff Thomas Bell, Commercial Agent for the Colonization
Society, embraces this opportunity ot acknowledging the libe
rality of the citizens of New York, in enabling the Society at
this time to increase greatly their shipment of supplies, Ac. by
the Jupiter. This vessel sailed on Saturday, having on hoard,
consigned to Gov. Pinney, the following amount of provisions,
trade goods, Ac.

Executive Affairs—We learn from the Washington City
papers, that the nomination of Benjamin F. Butler, as Attor.
ncy General of the United States, has been confirmed by the
Senate without a division ; while those of Roger B. Taney,
as Secretaiy of the Treasury, and Andrew Stevenson, as
Minister to England have been rejected—the former by a ma
jority of 10, and the latter by a vote of 22 yeas to 23 nays;
three members being absent.
We learn from a private source, that the President on the
evening of the 27th ult. nominated John Forsyth, now a Sen
ator from the State of Georgia, to the office of Secretary of
State, in the place of Mr. M’Lane; and Levi Woodbury, the
present Secretary of the Navy, to the office of Secretaryefthe Treasury, in the place of Mr. Taney: who were both
promptly confirmed by the Senate. On the 28th, Malilon
Dickerson, the recently appointed Minister to Russia, was
nominated to succeed Mr. Woodhurry in the Naval Depart
ment; hut he had not been confirmed at the date of our latest
advices. The nomination of Humphrey II. Leavitt, of Steu
benville, as District Judge for this State was confirmed on the
28th.— Ohio State Journal.
More Shipwrecks__ The Montreal Gazette of Thursday last,
contains some particulars of two other losses at sea, not hither
to reported. One, the Proselyte of Limerick, with 223 pass
sengers, ah of whom have been safely landed at Richibucto
(Nova Scotia,) in a lamentable state of misery, and the other
name unknown, but described as being from the west of Eng
land with 280 passengers, 7 of whom only are saved.
T British square-rigged vessels hound to the British Colonies
lost this season, including the above, 23. Lives lost, 734, be
sides all onboard a hark unknown. Total number of passen
gers arrived at Quebec to 14th inst. 14,237. Consequently
the lost are to the saved as 1 to 19 and a fraction. Of all the
emigrants hound to this port this season, not one lost his life
by shipwreck.]—Jour, of Com.
Avalanche!—A very curious migration took place in this vi
cinity on Wednesday night last. About a quarter of an acre
of land on the eastern hank of the Kennebunk river, near the
house of Mr. Benjamin Durrill, in Kennebunk port, slid into
the river, carrying away half of the Kennebunk bridge, (a
draw bridge,) and nearly filling up the channel for a rod or
more. Where on Wednesday a ship of the largest size might
have laid afloat, the river may now be forded without difficulty.
The land moved in a solid mass, and the apple trees upon it
look as flourishing and seem to be as firmly imbedded in the
soil in their new situation, as they did on the spot where they
were reared.. The slide was accompanied with a noise re
sembling the rumbling of an earthquake.—Kennebunk Jour.

Curious Agency__ A letter, published in the Journal of
Commerce, from an emigrant from the United States, now re
siding in Texas, describes the country a Paradise, and urges
his Mends to coine out and enjoy the fat of the land. He
writes, “Be sure to bring all the hooks you have or can get
hold of. Bring out all the vegetables, garden and fruit seeds
you can. A Iso, one wifefor me, handsome, Ac. Mother knows
what will suit me.”
On Friday of last week, while sitting at the dinner table,
at his residence in the City Hotel, Charles Baldwin, Esq., an
eminent member of the bar, was instantly arrested in his earth
ly career by the hand of death, at the age of sixty-two years.
When reaching his hand to receive his plate lie fell back life
less in the twinkling of an eye.
A lot of Ohio tobacco, biought to market through the Eric
canal, has been opened at the inspection house in this city, and
sold at prices from 8 to 15 cents, averaging 12| cents.
The Hon. Gillian C. Verplanck has accepted ail invitation
from a Committee of Amherst College, to deliver the Anni
versary Discourse before the three Literary Societies of th*t
institution, on the 26 of August, the day previous to the com
mencement.
A coffin has been discovered at Elgin, Scotland, supposed
to contain the remains of Duncan the victim of Macbeth.
D. Mondelett, Esq. and John Nelson Esq. of the Cana
dian Parliament, have been appointed a committee to visit the
U. States, to investigate our penitentiary system. They will
bring letters to the governors of the different states.
The Newport Mercury completed its 76th year on Saturday
the 14th. It was originally started in June 12th, 1758, by
James, the elder brother of Dr. Franklin. The latter was a
constant contributor to its columns.
In the Legislature of Connecticut, which has just risen, an
act was passed with great unanimity, and abolishing all Lotte
ries in that state.
The Rev. John C. Young, President of Centre College,
has declined accepting tbe Presidency of Tranaylvania UniI verait y.
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From the Christian Watchman.
THE LORD’S SUPPER.
-Unmindful of a Saviour’s dying love,
They turn’d their feet away.—Alas! they knew
Not what they did.-----------------------------------The door was shut, and the white cloth, which hid
The symbols of his body and his blood,
With reverend hand, removed. The little band
Of worshippers in silence drew around
The sacramental board. No sound was there—
It seem’d as if, by mighty hand, unseen,
The house of Gon had been removed far, far
Away from the abodes of men, and all
The busy world shut out. And as they look d
Upon the sad memorials, methought
I saw them slowly marching up the hill
Of Calvary, and pausing as they pass’d
The bleeding cross, to wipe away the tear
Of penitence, and then, in mournful train,
To look into the sepulchre. He is
Not there.—Lo, he is risen and gone up
To heaven’s high court to intercede for you.
The man of Gon arose; and ere he brake
The bread, he spake of Moses, whom the Lord
Sent up to Pisgah's top, and badc him look
Toward the promised land. Far off he saw,
Spread out beneath the sun, the verdant plains
And thousand hills, cover’d with flocks and herds—
Its rivers flowing down with milk—and trees
And rocks with honey dropping—Eshcol’s grapes
In heavy clusters hanging.—Mount Zion,
In clear perspective, crown’d with God’s delight,
The holy temple—and the rising star
Of Bethlehem, hope of a guilty world.
“ But here,” he said, ‘-'the little flock of Christ
May stand upon a loftier, holier height,
This sacramental Pisgah, and behold
The heavenly Canaan as it lies outspread
In glorious beauty to the eye of faith.
There is the new Jerusalem, and there
The spicy mountains, and the river of life
Flowing—there, the prototype
Of Eshcol’s clusters, never palling on
Immortal taste—there is the bread of life,
And there the hand that brako it first on earth.
Your heavenly Intercessor see, and let
Your panting hearts go forth; and while
You take these emblems, covenant again
To be the Lord’s, and seal it with your tears.
O, what a glorious eminence is this!
O, what a prospect breaks upon our view!
What unknown power bestow’d on mortal ken
To look through death’s dark vaults, to that bright world
Where bliss eternal reigns!” He said, and brake
The bread—new vows were made—the silent tear
Roll’d down the cheek,—the heavenly witness saw
The seal, and said, Lo, lam with you alway.
S.

MISCELLANY.
Interior of a Western Mound.—In the latter part of Oc
tober, 1831, during the recess of College, I explored a mound
situated on the farm of Mr. Ebenezer Martin, two miles north
west of Wheeling. The mound stands eight or ten hundred
yards from the Ohio river, on a large second bottom of ancient
alluvion, and at an elevation of from eighty to one hundred
feet above the present bed of the river. It is beautifully sur
rounded by a thick wood of half grown trees, and lias on its
top two large chcsnut stumps, each measuring more than ele
ven feet in circumference, but which are so much decayed that
the precise number of their concentric annular rings cannot
be ascertained. The mound is twenty feet high and one hun
dred feet in circumference at the base, and is still surrounded
by a ditch ten feet wide and four feet deep. Commencing at
the base we cut a horizontal passage six feet wide to the cen
tre of the mound, removing, as we proceeded the sand and
pebbles that would otherwise have been overhead, and greatly
endangered our progress. In doing this it appeared evident
that the mound had been thrown up at two different times,
and some bones were found twelve feet above the level of the
surrounding plains. But few bones were found in any one
place, and these few generally gave strong marks of having
been once subjected to the fire. In some instances the marks
of fire were so evident as to leave no room for doubts. The
dead appeared to have been interred in no particular order,
nor confined to any particular age, for in one place the body
had evidently been covered up when partially consumed in a
sitting position, and in several places the teeth as well as bones
of infants were found. At the centre of the mound there
were many bones in a complete state of calcination, and which
appeared to have been burnt on a small mound about twelve
feet ir. diameter. Twenty feet from the centre we dug up an
ornament resembling a sling, which had been made of the pa
rietal bone of a human being. It is five inches long, and
two and a half broad, and has a small hole for the reception of
a string. Somewhat nearer the centre and twenty feet from
the surface of the mound, wo dug up part of an elk’s horn,
a small bar of iron twelve inches long, one a half wide and
half an inch thick: also a small iron hatchet six inches long,
and three inches wide at the hit. Both the bar of iron and
the hatchet were very much oxidated, and the former nearly
eaten through at one end. The hatchet resembles the lath
ing hatchet of modern times when forged out and prepared
for the steel. W hat resemblance this iron may have to that
found at the Blue Licks, thirty feet below the surface of the
earth, I am not able to say since the texture of the latter is
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not given. This is said to be finer than common iron, but not amoured of her, that he married her according to the custom
so fine as steel. Iron has been found in one or two other pla of the country, placed her by his side on the throne, and when
he died, left her the sovereignty of his dominions. A Euro
ces in the western country, but in a state of oxidation.
pean vessel lately arrived from a voyage to America, has not
[Pittsburgh Friend.
only brought the poor woodman this intelligence of the fate
of his wife, but has also brought presents from her of sufficient
American Tonnage.—From the report of the Secretary of value to make him one of the richest private individuals in
the Treasurer recently made to Congress, the Registered, n- Sicily, until it shall please his royal spouse to call him to her
roled and Licensed Tonnage of the United States amounts to court.—Boston Recorder.
1,439,450 21-95 tons, divided among the States and lerntoTons.
ries as follows:
192,714- 63-95ths
Lowell Factories.—The total amount of capital invested
Maine,
17,126
54 “
is but a fraction short of Jive millions and a half of dollars! and
New Ilamphire,
395,924
23
“
the number of hands employed is nearly six thousand—more
Massachusetts.
40,607 22 “
than twelve thousand Jive hundred of whom are females; 12
Rhode-Island,
52,878
79
“
hundred females are employed in the Mills of the Merrimack
Connecticut,
1,531
04
“
Company alone! The Merrimack and Lawrence companies
Vermont,
319,209
80
“
employ the largest amount of capital, and, of course, manufac
New York,
33,143
53
“
ture
the greatest quantity of goods per annum. The former,
New Jersey,
88,162 11 “
Pennsylvania,
with five Mills, consume eighty six bales, and manufacture 125,13,265 64 “
000 yards of cotton per week; while the latter with four Mills,
Delaware,
80,702 70 “
consume one hundred and sixty bales, and manufacture 170,Maryland,
17,225 3“
000 per week. The Merrimack Company employ 1700 hands^
District of Columbia,
43,877 55 “
and consume, per annum, 5000 tons of coal, and 1400 cords
Virginia,
32,142 17“
North Carolina,
of wood! while the Lawrence Company employ but 1150
15,560 75 “
South Carolina,
hands, and consume, per annum, only 400 tons of coal, and 100
8,651
45
“
Georgia,
cords of wood. This difference, we suppose, is pioduced by
9,683
72
«
the quality and description of the goods manufactured. The
Ohio,
3,047
1
<•
Tennessee,
total amount of cotton consumed is 32,604 bales per annum,
1,753
54
“
Michigan,
I and the total amount of cotton cloth manufactured is six hun
7,240
31
“
Alabama,
dred and ninety-seven thousand yards per week; or thirty-six mil
926 43 “
Mississippi,
lions, two hundred and forty four thousand yardsper annum ! Se
61,171 74 “
Louisiana,
ven thousand one hundred tons of anthracite coal, five hundred
1,911 28 “
Florida,
thousand bushels of charcoal, three thousand five hundred cords
1,091 72 “
Key West,
of wood, and twenty six thousand gallons of oil, are annually
It will he seen that New England owns nearly one half of consumed!
The weekly salaries of the female operatives amount to
the whole tonnage of the country. Massachusetts owns more
than one quarter, and half the largest amount of tonnage of $14,868 75; the weekly salaries of the male operatives to
of any state in the Union, having upwards of seventy-six thou $13,360: total per week, $28,718 75. Total per annum. $1,493,895 00! Almost a million and a half of dollars annually
sand tons more than the State of New York.—Post.
distributed among the middling and laboring classes of the
community by the seven Cotton Manufacturing Companies at
Sheet Iron Gios.—These gigs are continuing to grow as Lowell alone!' And the largest half of this vast sum is the
rapidly in numbers as they are growing in public estimation. product of female labor! a sum which a few years ago the
A very beautifully fitted up one was this week finished by united labor of all the girls in the Commonwealth could not
Messrs. Reid and Hanna, and Messrs. Walker, for the Paisley have produced!—B. H. Aurora.
Canal. Two others are in a state of great forwardness for
Dublin; and several others, for various canals, are also in pre
paration. This business of gig-making has extended to John
A beautiful specimen of fine cloth, made from the leaves of
stone, also, where there are six or seven of them getting for the pine apple from Manilla, lesembling the finest linen cam
ward for various canals both in Ireland and Scotland. Steam bric, was presented by Miss Eliza Schroeder, at the late Hor
coaches will find in these gigs most powerful competitors to ticultural Exhibition in Baltimore.
contend with. The increase of trade on all the canals on
which they have been introduced is quite astonishing. The
LIST OF LETTERS
bustle at the Basin here, and at Pori-Englington, by the
hourly departure, is quite enlivening; and we understand Remaining in the Post Office at Gambier, July 1st, 1834.
the travelling on the Forth and Clyde Canal is increas
C. P. Buckingham, M. Bunnell, Alvan Foote, Joel Har
ed in a most astonishing degree. Indeed, from the speed ris, Martin Hall, Thomas Lawrence, William D. Linsley, Sa
they have attained, and the low prices charged to Edinburgh, rah Ann Madden, Harvey Morgan, Philip Maring, Samuel
Stirling, Alloa, &c. no other result could be expected.—Pais T. Mills, Robert McCardell, Seymour Spencer, Mr. Skyme,
ley Advertiser.
John Whitmore, Thomas L. Waddill, Clement Wolverton,
George Young.
Extinction of Animals.—This extraordinary law of na
The above letters, if not called for within three months,
ture, with which geology first made us acquainted, is perhaps, will be sent to the General Post Office as dead letters.
tlnough the agency of man, in more active operation, at the
M. T. C. WING, I’. M.
present time, than it has been at any period since the creation
By
A. CLARK, Asssitant.
of our planet. Of this we have a striking instance in the fur
July 4—3t
trade. The animals that supply furs are pursued with unceas
ing hostility. Immediately after South Georgia was explored
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by Captain Cook, in 1771, the Americans commenced carry
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skins have been taken from that island alone since that period,
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of civilization.—American Journal of Science.
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Nature vs. Stimulants.—For repairing the vital energy of Col. HUBBARD,................................ Ashtabula,
„
the human system consumed by daily expenditure, God has Rev. AbVA SANFORD..................... M'*'1"'®’ McdinaCoRev WM. PRESTON,...................... Columbus,
made a well adapted provision. Does that provision consist Rev.
G. DENISON............................... Newark.
in superadded stimulation? A reflecting child may see that the GEORGE BEATTY............................Steubenville,
supposition is absurd. In what, then, does it consist? In D. H. BUELT...........’.......................... Marietta,
BARBER ............................ Clcaveland,
ways and means the very contrary to stimulation; in ways and JOSIAH
SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,....... Windsor,
means whose object is to arrest the progress of excited energy, J. W. SCHUCKERS............................Wooster,
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tability to the state of quiet in which state alone can body and Da. ASA COI.EMAN..........................Troy, Miami Co.
mind accumulate new power. These ways and means are food ROFF & YOUNG,...............................Cincinnati,
and rest: food, such as individual experience ascertains to be Rev. J. T. WHEAT............................ Manetta,
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WILLIAM
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D. T. FULLER, Fin.............................. Marion,
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A Woodman’s Wife become Queen.—Some year3 since
a captain of a corsair carried off the wife of a poor woodman,
in the environs of Messina; having kept her several months
on board his vessel, the pirate landed her in one of the South
Sea Islands, and abandoned her to her fate. The savage mon
arch of the island, to whom she was brought, became so en
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